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ACTION ITEMS 
1. Minutes of October 3, 2018  

 MSC:  Anderson/Rustad to approve minutes of October 3, 2018 as revised.  The revision is to 
replace “institutional effectiveness” with “student success” located under Information Item 
2, Proposed Addition of Responsibility to CPC Handbook, second paragraph, first sentence.  

 
2. Proposed Addition of Responsibility to CPC Handbook 

Prior to considering the proposed addition of responsibility to the CPC Handbook, Tony 
Anderson made the following motion:  
 
Motion (Anderson), Seconded (Ghous) to change the language in the Voting to 
Recommend Action/Approval section to language similar to Roberts Rules of Order (half 
of quorum, plus one).  The Council did not vote on this motion.  
 
Discussion: Tony stated that his motion to change could be considered because the 
Council is already considering a revision to the handbook at this meeting (added 
responsibility).  Further, he stated the current quorum /voting language makes him 
nervous because only three people could attend a meeting and approve items without 
having full representation.  Rather, he suggested replacing members after having missed 
three consecutive meetings.  Lisa Storm agreed and stated the Senate uses this method, 
and she stated that the CPC did not discuss or approve the quorum change at its 
meeting of May 16, 2018 (as noted in the minutes of that meeting).  Also, Lisa said 
faculty researched the attendance of three councils and found that meeting quorum for 
those councils was not an issue.  Jackie Cruz said that the Advancement Council did have 
quorum issues, which delayed the work of the council.  Lisa suggested that 
Advancement Council not change the language, that there is no reason why they should 
have to.  Debra Kaczmar stated she recalled the change was a result of several 
comments made by governance council members in the evaluation of the governance 
councils and the overall governance structure and since this specific revision was not on 
the agenda for consideration, she recommended the CPC table to the next meeting to 
allow further research.  
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INFORMATION ITEMS 
1. Long Term Plan Assessments  

Dr. Layheng Ting, Interim Director of Institutional Research, reported that the college 
conducts annual assessments of long-term plans.  She stated that the college has 12 
plans and that each year the college identifies which plans to assess.  The assessments 
are conducted over the summer, and Dr. Ting summarized the assessments of three 
plans assessed over summer 2018:  Technology Plan, Facilities Master Plan, and 
President’s Task Force Funding Plan.   
 

2. Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) Results  
Dr. Ting delivered a presentation on the CCSSE 2018 findings.  The college administered 
the CCSSE survey in spring 18.  The survey is designed to capture student engagement 
as a measure of institutional quality.  Dr. Ting reported that 1,000 students completed 
the survey with 895 adjusted usable survey results.  She spoke about how the results 
will help the college improve, and she highlighted survey sample’s demographics such 
as gender, age, ethnicity, and enrollment status.  She then summarized the five CCSSE 
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college support and investment to carry out critical phases for a successful 
implementation, from math faculty support to curricular and non-curricular support, 
to collaborative work across the college. 

 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m.  
 
MEETINGS: 
November 7, 2018 
November 21, 2018 
December 5, 2018 


